







Grooming service includes

Ears cleaned, and Plucked (if needed)
Nails trimmed
Hair under and around the feet trimmed (if applicable to breed standard)
Hand Blow Dry
Sanitary clip
Haircut suited to your dog's breed and the needs of both you and your pet
External Anal gland expression by Groomer *available upon request /
(Internal expression by Veterinarian upon request)
**PUPPY GROOM includes: bath and fluff dry, face trim, pads shaved, round feet, sanitary
clip, ears cleaned and nails trimmed**









Bathing includes

Ears cleaned, and Plucked (if needed)
Nails trimmed
Hair under and around the feet trimmed (if applicable to breed standard)
Hand Blow Dry
Sanitary clip
External Anal gland expression by Groomer *available upon request/
(Internal expression by Veterinarian, upon request)
Face trim if needed: based on the breed

Nail Dremel (Grinding)

Extras We Offer

Nails are filed to a rounded edge; reducing scratches on hardwood floors, furniture and you.
(With a Bath or Groom): Front 2 Paws................................................ $5
All 4 Paws................................... $10
Nail Trim only............ ....................................................................... $15

Teeth Brushing
Cleans teeth and freshens breath for a healthy smile................................... .........................................................$5

Flea & Tick
A long-lasting application of FRONTLINE Tritak, which kills 100% of fleas within 12 hours of application, and continues to
kill fleas and ticks all month long. .................................................................................................................. $25
A chewable tablet, Comfortis, begins killing fleas within 30minutes and continues to protect against fleas all month long.
(Does not protect against ticks)……………………………………………………………………………………………… $16-19 (depending on size)
Flea shampoo(kills live fleas currently on pet)……………………………………………………………………………………………$5

Medicated Shampoo
This service is added to the Full Grooming or Bath service & is recommended for your pet if they have dry or irritated
skin......................................................... ......................................................................................................$5

Blueberry Facial
The Blueberry Facial is a tearless & relaxing shampoo that cleans and brightens your pet's face. This product is specially
formulated for breeds such as Shi Tzus, Maltese, Schnauzers, Lhasa Apsos, etc....................................................... $5

Nail Polish
An application of pet-safe nail polish that's just for fun......................................................................................... $5

By reservation only! Call for your reservation and pricing details. Individual pricing is based on breed, style, and coat condition.

